
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Heathfield ASPIRE Challenge Programme  
Ambitious, Student-focused, Potential, Inspire, Reflective, Excellence  
 
 

 

Welcome to our Aspire Challenge Programme at Heathfield Community School!   

The Aspire Challenge Programme is a Heathfield Award scheme designed to inspire YOU to achieve beyond YOUR 
potential and celebrate YOUR ability throughout your school years.    

The Aspire Challenge Programme consists of a number of challenges which aim to stretch, challenge, engage and 
motivate Heathfield students in a wide range of skills and subjects.  There is no realistic limit to the number of 
challenges you can undertake and achieve.  

The challenges can be completed in any order.  Certificates are awarded once you have completed blue, red and 
green challenges and if you complete the bronze, silver, gold, platinum or rhodium challenges, you receive a pin 
badge to wear on your school jumper. 

Number of challenges completed ASPIRE CHALLENGE AWARDS 
5 Challenges Blue                                            Certificate awarded 
8 Challenges Red                                             Certificate awarded 
11 Challenges Green                                         Certificate awarded 
14 Challenges Bronze                                        Pin Badge awarded 
17 Challenges Silver                                           Pin Badge awarded 
20 Challenges Gold                                            Pin Badge awarded 
5 Ultimate Challenges  Platinum                                    Pin Badge awarded 
10+ Ultimate Challenges Rhodium                                    Pin Badge awarded 

 

Most importantly, the challenges encourage you to learn new skills, seek high levels of achievement, make positive 
contributions to society and aspire academically, socially and emotionally.  

The Aspire challenges can be found in this booklet along with information on the requirements of each challenge 
and which member of staff is responsible for signing-off each challenge.  On the following page you will find the 
guidelines for submitting your work in a Covid-safe way.  Once enough challenges have been completed, you will 
be awarded with a pin badge and/or a certificate. 

Are you ready to Aspire? 

Good luck! 

 Mr Bament 

Aspire Programme Co-ordinator. 
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Submitting Your Completed Challenges in a Covid-safe Way. 

 

• All work must be submitted electronically.  If it’s a physical task, photographic 
evidence is enough. 

• Please mail your work to the subject teacher responsible for the challenge (this is 
indicated next to each challenge).   They can then email you written feedback and 
confirm that the challenge is complete. 

• Make sure you copy in me (Mr Bament) to the email – 
sbament@heathfieldcommunityschool.co.uk 

• Ask the teacher to copy me (Mr Bament) into their reply to you so that I can log your 
work. 

• I will then enter your work into your folder and update your list of challenges.  If you 
are new to the Aspire Challenge, I will create a new folder for you and update that 
with your work. 
 

Good luck! 

Mr Bament 
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Heathfield ASPIRE Challenge Programme  
Ambitious, Student-focused, Potential, Inspire, Reflective, Excellence 

Aspire to complete as many of the challenges throughout your KS3 and KS4 school life and we will celebrate your 
achievement.  

 Challenge 
Department Lead teacher for 

signing off 
achievement 

1 Enter a writing competition.  Ask us for details! English Miss Harper / 
Mrs Tinkler/ 
Miss Brown 

2 Read around your learning. Read three books recommended to you by 
your English teacher and write a short review for each one.  

English Miss Harper / 
Mrs Tinkler/ 
Mrs Barratt/ 
Miss Brown 

3 Watch a live performance of a play or a live-streamed performance online 
and write a review.  

English Miss Harper / 
Mrs Tinkler/ 
Miss Brown 

4 Make a Stop Motion animation of a scene from a text you are studying in 
class. 

English Miss Harper / 
Mrs Tinkler/ 
Miss Brown 

5 Enter ‘The Page is Printed’ Writing Competition run by the Tacchi Morris 
Theatre 

English Miss Harper / 
Mrs Tinkler/ 
Miss Brown 

6 Take part in the Leeds Maths Challenge. Maths Mr Brooks/ Mr 
Andrews  

7 Attend a course at Exeter Maths School for talented mathematicians. Maths Mr Brooks/ Mr 
Andrews 

8 Produce a high-quality extended answer to 3 Science problems (see the 
back of this booklet for the 3 problems). 

Science Mr Crow/Miss 
Smith 

9 Take part in one of the Science challenge events advertised on epraise. Science Mr Crow/Miss 
Smith 

10 Enter The Royal Society Science Challenge. Science Mr Crow/Miss 
Smith 

11 Enter a National Art competition. Art Mrs Essadiq 
12 Visit an Art Exhibition and produce a Critical Study in response. Art Mrs Essadiq 
13 Recreate a Famous Painting: 

Choose a piece of artwork. Find things lying around your home or outside 
and using yourself, a family member or even your pet, recreate the piece 
of artwork with those things. Take a photograph of your finished set up. 

Art Mrs Essadiq 

14 Visit as many museums exhibitions as you can - if not possible read about 
them online. The V and A museum and the Design Museum are free if you 
are in London. Closer to home the Bristol Museum & Art Gallery and the 
M Shed both have excellent displays of revolutionary designs both past 
and present. 

DT Mrs Smith 

15 Create a ‘stop-motion’ video. DT Mrs Smith 
16 Complete the home learning challenge to create a Covid-19 cookbook. 

This needs to be full of photos and tried and tested recipes. Colourful and 
a rival to any high street cookbook! 

DT Mrs Smith 

17 Enter a national song writing competition – Song Academy Young 
Songwriter 2018 – WWW.SONGACADEMY.CO.UK.   

Music Mrs Hall 



18 Join our many extra-curricular clubs – write or select music to be 
performed and have a go at leading and conducting.  

Music Mrs Hall 

19 Deliberate Listening - find Mrs Hall for a listening diary. Have a go at 
listening to music in a completely different way, exploring what you can 
hear musically. This will help with every aspect of music but is also 
awesome to hear other things in the music you love best. 

Music Mrs Hall 

20 Music blog - have a go at writing a bio and blog about your favourite 
music artists. Send them to Mrs Hall and the best will be used later in the 
year for a brand new project!  

Music Mrs Hall 

21 Enter a regional dance or drama platform. For example - Spring Forward 
Dance Platform held at the Tacchi Morris Art Centre.  

Performing 
Arts 

Mrs Hoare 

22 Enter ‘Page to Stage’ competition run by the Tacchi Morris. Students 
submit a story/short play on one side of A4 paper. The winners have their 
story read or play performed by actors in the Tacchi Morris auditorium.    

Performing 
Arts 

Mrs Hoare 

23 HPA students are invited to watch one of the Tacchi Morris professional 
touring companies and write a review for the Tacchi Morris Centre 
Director to inform future planning of shows.  

Performing 
Arts 

Mrs Hoare 

24 Become a dance leader and help to choreograph the various HCS 
productions at the Tacchi Morris theatre. 

Performing 
Arts 

Mrs Hoare 

25 Write a short play for the Year 7 Drama Club and direct it for a lunchtime 
performance. 

Performing 
Arts  

Mrs Hoare 

26 Read around the subject of History. 
The following authors and publications are highly recommended: 

• Mark Morris – The Normans 
• Any books by Mary Beard or Lucy Worsley 

History Mr Barter 

27 Complete a History Secret Mission based around conspiracy theories (see 
back for extra question sheet). 

History Mr Barter 

28 Find out more about real life explorers, where they have been and what 
challenges they have faced. For example Matt Dickinson, Ben 
Fogle/Prince Harry, Ranaulf Finnes, and Sir Michael Palin. Produce a 
report. 

Geography Miss Sperring 

29 Take part in the Geographical Association photo competition. Details can 
be found at https://www.geography.org.uk/Physical-geography-student-
photo-competition and the entry can be uploaded at 
http://gapgphotocompetition.org.uk/. 

Geography Miss Sperring 

30 Enter the Spirited Arts competition run by NATRE towards the end of the 
school year. Search for ‘Spirited Arts NATRE’ online to find this.  

RPE Mrs Lockwood 

31 Write an essay exploring one of the key questions or see your RPE teacher 
for more (see back of booklet for the key questions). 

RPE Mrs Lockwood 

32 Read one of the following books and write a book review. In the review 
explain why you think it is on a reading list for RPE! 

• Noughts and Crosses by Malorie Blackman 
• Does My Head Look Big in This? By Randa Abdel-Fattah 
• I am Malala by Malala Yousafzai 

RPE Mrs Lockwood 

33 Read an interesting magazine or news article in a foreign language you 
are studying (either online or borrow a magazine from the MFL 
department), and write a summary of it to show your teacher. 

MFL Mrs Wood/Miss 
Hopkins 

34 Ask your teacher for a tongue twister in French or Spanish and learn it by 
heart 

MFL Mrs Wood/Miss 
Hopkins 

35 Learn a joke in French or Spanish and tell it to your teacher. MFL Mrs Wood/Miss 
Hopkins 

36 Build up a streak of 50 days on Duolingo and show your teacher. MFL Mrs Wood/Miss 
Hopkins 

37 Research an area of culture from a country which speaks the foreign 
language you are studying - for example, art, music, dance, food, 
festivals or history. Write a report to show your teacher. 

MFL Mrs Wood/Miss 
Hopkins 

38 Watch an age-appropriate film in a foreign language you are studying and 
write a film review. 

MFL Mrs Wood/Miss 
Hopkins 

https://www.geography.org.uk/Physical-geography-student-photo-competition
https://www.geography.org.uk/Physical-geography-student-photo-competition
http://gapgphotocompetition.org.uk/


39 Write a fact file about a French or Spanish-speaking celebrity, or write an 
imaginary interview with them! 

MFL Mrs Wood/Miss 
Hopkins 

40 Record yourself speaking in French or Spanish, e.g. reciting a poem, 
singing a song or talking about yourself. 

MFL Mrs Wood/Miss 
Hopkins 

41 Read a poem or listen to a song in French or Spanish, then translate the 
words into English. 

MFL Mrs Wood/Miss 
Hopkins 

42 Enter the BAFTA Game Concept Award: design an original game idea. ICT Mr Walker 
43 Enter the BAFTA Game Making Award: pre-build a game prototype. ICT Mr Walker 
44 Join a sports club outside of school and perform in a competitive 

environment or set yourself some targets to improve 
PE Mrs Pattemore 

45 Watch a sport you haven't seen much before and identify key 
components of fitness, e.g. Speed, agility, balance, coordination, 
endurance etc. Produce a report/presentation. 

PE Mrs Pattemore 

46 Watch one of the following Ted Talks and make key notes: 
Sport Psychology - Inside the Mind of Champion Athletes: Martin Hagger 
at TEDxPerth  
Secrets of Elite Athletes: Kenn Dickinson at TEDxSnoIsleLibraries    
The Real Importance of Sports: Sean Adams at TEDxACU  

PE Mrs Pattemore 

47 Find out about an influential psychologist and how they have changed 
their field of research 

Psychology Mr Harris 

48 Visit a University and produce a visitor’s guide. Careers Mrs Rogers 
49 Undertake work experience in your own time and produce a write up. Careers Mrs Rogers 
50 Complete Ten Tors and/or a Duke of Edinburgh Award  New Skills Mr Ellwood 
51 Volunteer your time to help your local environment.  For example you 

could organise a local litter pick in your neighbourhood or you could 
contribute to Climate Change Awareness campaign. 

The Natural 
Environment 

Mr Bament 

52 Read around and study the skills of nature photography.  Take your own 
photos of nature and create a portfolio of your work. 

The Natural 
Environment 

Mr Bament 

53 Research the migratory routes of our British summer birds such as the 
swift, the swallow, nightingale, spotted flycatcher, cuckoo, osprey or 
hobby.  How far do they travel?  Where do they travel? How do they 
navigate? Produce a project using your findings. 

The Natural 
Environment 

Mr Bament 

54 Create a wildlife pond at home then study and record the aquatic life that 
it attracts.  For more information visit the Somerset Wildlife Trust 
webpage and look in the Wildlife Gardening section. 

The Natural 
Environment 

Mr Bament 

55 Bio-blitz your garden and record your findings.  Make changes to your 
garden to boost biodiversity.  Produce your findings and plans in a report. 

The Natural 
Environment 

Mr Bament 

56 Take part in The Big Garden Birdwatch and submit you findings to the 
RSPB. 

The Natural 
Environment 

Mr Bament 

57 Visit the starling murmurations on the Somerset Levels or another natural 
event and produce a piece of creative writing and/or artwork to celebrate 
the event. 

The Natural 
Environment 

Mr Bament 

58 Take a lead role in an enterprise challenge and raise £50 profit. Enterprise Mr Lowndes 
59 RESPECT & TOLERANCE – (respect, empathy) Put someone else’s needs 

before your own regularly e.g. care for younger sibling, elderly relative or 
member of your community. 

Character 
 

Mr Lowndes 

60 CARING & CHARITY - Raise £200 for charity independently and produce 
proof of collected sum of money 

Character 
 

Mr Lowndes 

61 FAIRNESS (equality, sexism, racism, tolerance) -  
Challenge discrimination amongst your peers, your age group, adults or 
your community (e.g. write 3 letters for Amnesty international, challenge 
your classmates) 

Character 
 

Mr Lowndes 

62 CITIZENSHIP - Make an impact on 15 or more members of your 
community e.g. organise an event, make a speech, run a campaign. 

Character 
 

Mr Lowndes 

63 REPONSIBILITY (environment) - Make a lifestyle change for the 
environment e.g. buy second hand for a year, go vegetarian, no foreign 
holidays etc. 

Character 
 

Mr Lowndes 

64 TRUSTWORTHINESS (respect the rules) - No detentions, SIMS marks, 
lates, uniform marks, RTLs, red cards for the whole of your key stage. 

Character 
 

Mr Lowndes 



 

 

 

THE ULTIMATE CHALLENGES  

Ambitious, Student-focused, Potential, Inspire, Reflective, Excellence 

 

 

U1 Compose, Record and Produce an EP: Including 3/4 
songs/compositions...any theme, any style! 

Music  Mrs Hall 
 

U2 What is love? 
Write an essay of 500 words or more to answer this question making 
reference to Greek ideas about love such as Agape and Storge, as well 
as other philosophical and religious ideas. 
Here are some links to help and give you ideas: 

1. A video about Plato’s idea of two halves making a 
whole: https://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/p02xlt8m 

2. Is selfless love 
possible? https://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/p02xlvdb 

3. Philosophers in love: https://bigthink.com/scotty-
hendricks/10-philosophers-who-were-hopeless-romantics 

4. What does the word Agape mean for 
Christians? https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=slyevQ1LW7A 

RPE Mrs Lockwood 

U3 Enter The 2021 Cipher Challenge. https://www.cipherchallenge.org/ Science Mr Crow/Miss 
Smith 

U4 The 4 Art rooms are named after 4 inspirational and pioneering 
Artists, who we believe, as a department, deserve to have a ‘plinth’ 
with in our Art Department. 
We would like you to find out about all 4 artists and what makes them 
so pioneering. We would then like you to discover another artist, 
either past or present, and tell us about them and what it is you 
admire about them. Then create a piece of work in their style. 

Art  Mrs Essadiq 

U5 Write a magazine article in English explaining in detail the benefits of 
learning a foreign language. 

MFL Mrs Wood/Miss 
Hopkins 

U6 Experiment with international ingredient and create your own 3 
course menu that reflects traditional foods eaten in 3 different 
countries. You will need to document this process, showing the new 
ingredients you have worked with and recipes you have tested along 
the way. Finally evaluate the meal with sensory comments from the 
lucky people who get to eat it! 

DT Mrs Smith 

U7 Win a medal (or equivalent) in a sporting competition or set a physical 
challenge agreed with your PE teacher. 

PE Mrs Pattemore 

 Write an essay: What is the nature nurture debate and why are 
psychologists still arguing about it now? 

Psychology Mr Harris 

U8 Complete the Aspire Maths booklet (available on the school website). Maths  Mr Andrews 
U9 Undertake a Geographical Enquiry of your own and write it up. You 

need to come up with a question for a title that you can answer by 
collecting data, either primary or secondary or a combination of both.  

Geography Mrs Sperring 

U10 Read one or more of the following Classics: 
• The Odyssey - Homer 
• The Iliad – Homer 
• Any works by Ovid  

History Mr Barter 

U11 Complete the swift migration task and complete a swift mobile. Natural 
Environment 

Mr Bament 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/p02xlt8m
https://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/p02xlvdb
https://bigthink.com/scotty-hendricks/10-philosophers-who-were-hopeless-romantics
https://bigthink.com/scotty-hendricks/10-philosophers-who-were-hopeless-romantics
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=slyevQ1LW7A
https://www.cipherchallenge.org/


 

 

 
TASK 1.  Find out more about these parts of his life and write a 300 word Challenge factsheet/leaflet on his life’s 
more interesting points  

TASK 2. Read the passage attached overleaf-it is the opening paragraph to his childhood autobiography “Cider 
With Rosie” which has sold 6 million copies.   

Listen to it here if you prefer-just the first paragraph  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LbaxbV4orj8  

Pick out 12 similes or metaphors and write them down-underneath write what they make you think of- what is the 
imagery? Why are they effective? (200 words)  

The University of Leicester has an interesting article about each of the book’s chapters....see the link here  

: https://www2.le.ac.uk/offices/english-association/publications/... · PDF file  

TASK 3- choose ONE chapter title (below) from “Cider With Rosie”-write about your own memories under this 
theme: 250 words minimum 

Village School  

Outings and Festivals  

Winter and Summer  

If you have any questions or need any guidance then see Mr Manning for more help, especially with the extended 
piece of writing.  He is your mentor for this Ultimate Challenge.     

Good luck! 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CHALLENGE TITLE: 

Ted Hughes saw nature and animals as a force to be studied, not 
something that inspired affection or admiration. 

After reading selected Ted Hughes’ poems, to what extent do you agree 
with this statement? 

Suggested poems for study - choose 5: Jaguar, Feeding Out Wintering 
Cattle at Twilight, Pike, Hawk Roosting, March Morning Unlike Others, 
Wind, Thrushes, The Stag, Swifts, The Warm and The Cold or you can 
choose your own Ted Hughes’ poems. 

The Aspire Challenge Award 
  

The English Department Ultimate Challenge 
  

Teacher: Mr Bament 

To complete this challenge you need to complete a portfolio outlining your discoveries, ideas 
and conclusions on this subject. 

You can present your findings in various different forms  e.g. artwork of any kind, filmwork, 
diagrams, annotated poems or passages of text,  your own poetry or writing. 

 
 

However your finished portfolio must contain an essay or summative piece of writing which 
outlines your overall         findings.  It must be at least 250 words in length and must include           
quotations from Ted Hughes’ poems.  

If you have any questions or need any guidance then see Mr Bament for more help, especially 
with the extended piece of writing.  He is your mentor for this Ultimate Challenge.     

Good luck! 



 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

If you have any questions or need any guidance then see Mrs Barratt for more help.  She is 
your mentor for this Ultimate Challenge.     

Good luck! 

 

 

The Aspire Challenge Award 
  

The English Department Ultimate Challenge 
  

Teacher: Mrs Barratt 



 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Aspire Challenge Award 
  

The English Department Ultimate Challenge 
  

Teacher: Mrs Skittrell 



 

 

              
              
              
              
              
              
              
               

             
 

              
              
              
              
              

             

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Aspire Challenge Award 
  

The English Department Ultimate Challenge 
  

Teacher: Miss Harper 

To complete this challenge, you will first need to meet with Miss Harper to agree on an 
area of interest and research.   Once you have agreed on an area, you will research your 
given topic and complete a hypothesis for your study.  

The next stage will involve gathering and compiling data relating to your areas of study.  
This will likely involve a range of quantitative data (e.g. counting the number of 
interruptions in a number of conversations) and qualitative data (e.g. a survey exploring 
attitudes to interruptions).   

Rather like a scientific experiment, you will present this work in the form of a written 
report, including your hypothesis and predictions; your data and findings; and a section 
where you outline your conclusions and evaluation of your project. 

If you have any questions or need any guidance then see Miss Harper for more help, 
especially with the evidence collection and the written report. She is your mentor for this 
Ultimate Challenge.     

Good luck! 



 

 

EXTRA QUESTION SHEET: 

SCIENCE Challenge 8: Produce a high-quality extended answer to 3 Science problems.  

Biology – Describe how diffusion occurs in three different systems of the human body.  You will need 
to define diffusion and may want to use diagrams to show your understanding. 

Chemistry – Describe 3 allotropes of carbon giving their properties and uses.  You will need to define 
an allotrope and may want to use diagrams/models to show your understanding. 

Physics -  You are sitting in a rowboat on a small lake. You have a brick in 
your boat. You toss the brick out of your boat into the lake, where it 
quickly sinks to the bottom. 

Problem  Does the water level rise slightly, drop slightly, or stay the 
same?  You will need to provide a reason for your answer 

 

RPE Challenge 32: Write an essay exploring one of the following questions or see your 
RPE teacher for more: 
 

“Suffering is a necessary part of human life” Do you agree? Give reasons for your answer 
showing you have thought about more than one point of view.  

 

What is the best way for a person to attain happiness? Explore this question with 
reference to more than one religion.  

 

“Human nature can never be changed” Do you agree? Give reasons for your answer 
showing you have thought about more than one point of view. 

 

What would the world be like if religion had never existed? Explore this question with 
reference to as many different aspects of life as you can e.g. schools, countries, holidays, 
morality, and war. 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 


